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Abstract
Web Services are service-oriented, asynchronous and loosely coupled message-passing protocols

that enable communicating heterogeneous applications over the Internet. However, current stan-

dards of Web Services provide just the basic functionality, especially with respect to the selection

of the provider among several alternative choices. In the current approach, the information about

possible providers is so generic that it becomes very difficult for the client to select the most

suitable one. To overcome this shortcoming, we propose to introduce the concepts of trust and

reputation in the selection process. In this approach, previous experiences and feedback from

other clients will be utilized in the process of selecting the best provider for a particular task. To

this end, we describe 'Dynamic T}ust and Reputation Management' (DTRM), a suitable trust and

reputation mechanism that categorizes the feedback providers and assigns appropriate weights to

their ratings. The mechanism also discusses the implementation options in a centralized as well as

a distributed, peer-to-peer environment. The proposed mechanism is verified through simulations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Web Services have become an essential part of today's electronic business. Web Services

are a collection of technologies that aim to enable and facilitate interaction of heterogeneous busi-

ness applications over the Internet [6]. The interaction is service-oriented' i.e., some applications

request the services of others, and asynchronous, i.e., interaction uses loosely coupled message-

passing protocols. Normally, such interactions should be performed among business applications

only, without human intervention. In this manner, business applications can collaborate regard-

less of physical and geographical distance or the underlying hardware, software, and application

platform. This should lead to reductions of cost, as well as to improvements in functionality,

timeliness, and overall quality of service.

1.1 Motivation

Web Services are a standard way of interoperating between different software appìications

which are running on different platforms. In Web Services, programs interact with other programs

to find a suitable service dynamically. This interaction takes place using a standard messaging

language - Extensible Markup Language (XML). All these can be combined in a loosely coupled
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way to smooth the progress of online transaction [4].

Web Services use open standards such as Web Service Description Language (WSDL) for

service description, Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) for service discovery,

and Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) for communication between services [6]. All of those

protocols are based on the Extended Markup Language (XML), which ensures the widest possible

acceptance and ease of deployment of systems that use them. Three main roles have been defined

in the Web Services architecture: requester (which becomes a service client in future), service

provider, and registry.

¡ The provider publishes the service description to the service registry;

o The client queries the registry to find suitable services;

o The client then selects the most suitable one and then negotiates with its provider in order

to bind the service and actually use it.

Figure 1.1 illustrates this scenario.

Figure 1.1: Basic Web Services roles

While Web Services hold great promise, current

erability. In particular, the process of selecting the most

standards support only basic interop-

appropriate (i,.e., the best) service for
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the desired operation is not well supported, since the WSDL description of a Web Service pro-

vides just the basic information which is necessary to use the service. Any extended information

related to the quaìity guarantees of the service, as well as the credentials of the service provider,

are nonexistent. These are the areas which are vital but not yet taken into consideration.

I.2 Research Goal

Web Services are considered to be the future platform of internet business [31]. Service

selection is an important functionality of Web Services that has yet to be improved; in particular,

one of the main motivations for introducing Web Services - the ability to select an optimum

service dynamically - is not fully supported by the current infrastructure standards. To address

these crucial issues, we propose a novel trust- and reputation-based mechanism which can assist

in selecting the best possible service dynamically.

The objective of this thesis is to:

o describe the mechanism for trust and reputation and support which is necessary to use trust

and reputation in the selection process, and

o evaluate the behavior and performance of such a scheme through simulation.

1.3 Proposed Solution

Inadequate information about a service makes it hard for a requester to select the right

provider. One way to overcome this issue is to make the decision according to the trust in the

service provider [9]; other criteria such as price or performance promises can be used as weìI.

Tlust can be defined as "w'ill'ingness to comm'it to a collaborat'iue effort before you know how the

other person wi,ll beh.aae" 170]. In this case, trusting a provider means that we believe it will

fulfill its promises as advertised. If the requester has had previous interactions with a particular
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provider, the information about the experiences gained (be they positive satisfactory or not) can

be utilized to decide whether to trust the provider (and engage in another interaction) or not.

In many cases there has been no previous interaction and, hence, there is no trust

information available. A possible solution is to rely on the experiences of others, and utilize

somehow the trust information they have, instead of our own [20]. This is often referred to as

reputation, rvhich can be informally defined as "a collectzon of perception and beli,efs, both. past and

present, whi,ch melsures to lower tlte uncertai,ntg about a posszble o,ct'ion" [23]. In other words,

when interacting with 'strangers', one has to use every bit of information available, and reputation

is one such source of information [8]. As with trust, it is assumed that the likelihood of obtaining

better service is higher when the provider has a better reputation: in other words, reputation is a

kind of indirect trust' based on the feedback from other sources. Ilom the provider standpoint,

achieving better reputation will improve the likelihood of doing business and, ultimately, leads to

increased revenue [32].

Of course, we can use other clients' experience even if we have those of our own, i.e.,

we can combine trust and reputation, if available, in order to select the best provider for a given

service.

Furthermore) recommendation is very crucial in a place like Web Services where one

needs to believe another in certain common issues for the sake of interaction. However, it is

not fair that all the recommendations or feedback from other sources a¡e scaled equally. Now,

the recommenders are classifled into groups according to their trustworthiness to ensure credible

feedback. Another way to obtain a credible feedback is to keep track of previous transactions of

the providers. In both the cases these will increase significant amount of work load. The service

registry alone will face difficulty to handle all these points mentioned above. Even if it is possible,

this will make the registry slow and thus less effective.

While trust and reputation are widely used in everyday life, so far only a handful of au-
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thors have considered using those mechanisms to enrich the Web Services paradigm. In this thesis,

we plan to investigate the implementation of a suitable trust- and reputation- based mechanism

to help in the selection phase of Web Service interaction.

To address the problems of dynamic selection of service providers, two approaches: dis-

tributed and centralized can be utilized. For the distributed approach, the peer to peer model

can be used, in rvhich each client will keep track of its experiences and share them upon request.

For the centralized approach, r¡/e propose to use a dedicated 'Tlansaction Registry', which will

keep track of all the transactions and stand behind to check whether all the promises made by the

respected providers are fully maintained. In the following, we will describe those in some detail.

In both cases) the same Dynamic Tlust and Reputation Management (DTRM for short)

model for 'Web Services is proposed. The DTRM Model will calculate the trust and reputation

of the given provider based on a client's own experiences as well as the opinions from different

groups of the society.

The proposed solution is not limited to Web Services only; the trust and reputation

mechanism can easily be applied to most, if not all, service oriented environments.

L.4 Thesis Contribution

In this thesis, we simplify the selection process for the clients.

. we propose to add trust and reputation to Web Services

we define a novel trust and reputation model that takes into account experiences of all

clients, in a socially stratified manner

we evaluate its performance and show that it allows for more precise choice of providers

than a simple randomized approach which is the only solution available so far.
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1.5 Thesis Organization

The thesis starts with the theoretical overview on Web Services, its structure and the

basic concept of trust and reputation, followed by the literature review where we described the

current issues of trust and reputation in both electronic marketplace and Web Services. At the

end of this chapter a comparison of the previous proposed model is drawn.

In Chapter 4 the DTRM Model is explained thoroughly. In this chapter the two different

approaches and their corresponding work-flows are discussed. Here the implementation process

of DTRM is also talked about.

Chapter 5 presents some of the results we obtained implementing the DTR\4 in the

simulator we built. Before summarizing the results in the next chapter, we also analyzed the

results noting our contribution in the process.

In the last chapter we discuss the possible future extension of the thesis. At the end of

the thesis a conclusion is made with the research findings.



Chapter 2

Related literature and theoretical

focus

The signiflcance of Web Services is established; however, there are some limitations of

Web Services. In this chapter, we are going to explicate Web Services behavior' their structure

along with the general concept of trust and reputation'

2.I Web Services

Web Services are loosely coupled, platform-independent standard that allows short-term

co-operations between services based on XML [14]'

According to [28],

"A Web Seru,ice is a software system id,enti,fied by a URL, whose publi'c i'nterfaces

and, bi.nd,i,ngs are d.efi,ned, and, d,escrzbed using xML. Its def,ni't'ion can be dzscouered by

other software systems. These systems may then interact wi,th the web serui'ce 'in a

rnanner prescri.ied, by its d,efi,n'it'ion, us'ing XML-based messages conueyed by i'nternet

protocols. "

Web Services offer many benefits but also suffer from some disadvantages. Here is a

short discussion about the advantages and limitations of web services.

7
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There are a number of technical and business benefits for which the Web Services became

well accepted throughout the world of e-business. Web Services use open, XML based standards

that makes the mechanism easy to utilize. Use of 'Web Services enables applications to talk to

each other through a standard approach. The interoperability mechanism of Web Services make

communication simpler and faster. Web Services are easy to implement and this implementation

can be done with an incremental approach. Besides, in the same Web Services infrastructure,

services and components can be reused. Furthermore, Web Services are loosely coupled and thus

it facilitates distributed communication. All the above mentioned benefits can significantly reduce

the development and operational costs of Web Services [B; 31].

Web Services suffer from the lack of a standard security procedure. Therefore, many

companies are not yet interested as these might need further development. Web services also did

not achieve full confidence of clients and providers. QoS support of Web Services is still not up to

the mark in terms of defining and guaranteeing adequate service. Web Services are still to answer

whether the provider can meet the expectation, whether the process time will be short enough,

whether the updates will be frequent, whether it can handle a vast number of requests etc. Web

Services may cause troubles like incomplete transaction, and revenue loss that will instill ]ack of

confidence on the part of users [B; 31].

2.2 Web Services Structure

To discuss the Web Services structure and to understand the inside mechanism, we need

to review its main standards: WSDL, UDDI, and SOAP. In this section, we are going to focus on

the main functionality of those standards.
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2.2.L \MSDL

The Web Service Description Language (WSDL) is an XML schema format that defines

and extensible framework for describing Web Services interfaces. The WSDL describes the actions

of Web Services as a contract between the client and server. Using it they can exchange data in

a standard way. WSDL was originally created by IBM and Microsoft, merging three proposals:

IBM's Network Accessible Service Specification Language (NASSL) along with Microsoft's SOAP

Contact Language (SCL) and Service Description Language (SDL) [i5].

A registry stores the URLs of WSDL documents. Registries store files which provide

specific technical information. Using this data, applications can query and communicate with

Web Services. The client application uses WSDL, an XML based language to obtain such infor-

mation [14]. Each message of \MSDL is bound to a concrete network protocol (HTTP, SOAP)

and message format. Thus, a message consists of a collection of typed data items such as char-

acter string, date and time. An exchange of messages between the entities, as in a transaction,

is considered as an operation. A WSDL operation has a set of pre-defined messages; similarly,

a set of operations is called a port type. WSDL is used with SOAP, HTTP and MIMB. It also

describes where the service can be found and how it should be invoked [15].

The goal of WSDL is to ensure that automated processes will determine the remote

systems without human intervention or prior definitions [13]. The WSDL document specifies

the services capabilities, its location on the web and instructions regarding how to access it.

A WSDL document defines the structure of the message that Web Services send and receive.

Using this information, applications searching for Web Services to fill a specific need can analyze

the WSDL frles of several comparable services and choose between the services. WSDL specifies

how to structure documents so that Web Services communication can be automated. Each WSDL

document contains XML elements that define the characteristics and capabilities of a Web Service.

The main element belongs to one of the two categories shown in Figure 2.1 [15].:
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Figure 2.1: WSDL sPecification

abstract definitions: defines general concepts which can apply to more than one instance'

Types, messages, operations and port types are considered as the abstract definitions'

concrete definitions: defines specific examples that apply to real interactions' Binding, port'

service are considered as concrete definitions'

2.2.2 UDDI

Universal Description, Discover and Integration (UDDI) is one of the major standards

of Web Services. "UDDI i.s a XML based,, platfonn-i.ndependent speci,fi'cati'on for a regi'stry of

i,nformati,on for Web Seruices." [11]. It was designed by Microsoft, IBM, and Ariba and initially

published in September 2000. The latest UDDI version 3.0.2 was realized in 2005 [5].

UDDI enables organizations to make a standard way of organizing businesses, discover-

ing, reusing and managing Web Services. It can be a very powerful resoulce of organizing Web
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Services at design time and at run-time it provides dynamic binding information. UDDI describes

the design of the registry and the procedure of describing, publishing and discovering services [22].

The provided information of a provider can be stored in a private UDDI registry accessi-

ble by assigned business partners or in a public UDDI registry accessible by any interested clients.

UDDI registry also provides binding information dynamically at run time [5]. The structure of a

UDDI registry is similar to a phone book. The providers can describe their own services along

with discovering same kind of services in other companies and integrate all in the system through

UDDI. Clients need to search about services through UDDI'

The main tasks of UDDI [5] are:

o Publish'Web Services information and categorize rules,

¡ Find descriptions of the requested Web Services,

o Discover information about service providers,

o Drive better code reuse and developer productivity,

r Determine necessary protocol and parameters to invoke services.

2.2.3 soAP

Web Services depend on Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) for communication

between entities regardless of their programming environment and operating system. SOAP is an

XMl-based communication protocot [30] developed by Userland software, DeveloperMentor, and

Microsoft and published its first version in 1999.

SOAP meets its goal of eliminating the barriers of heterogeneity by following web pro-

tocol which is simple, flexible, firewall friendly and XML based. It establishes a set of rules which

enable both the clients and the servers to invoke remote procedure using SOAP as a communica-

tions framework [22].

11
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Web Services applications communicate among themselves through SOAP messâgea.

A SOAP message needs to follow a particular format so that others can interpret the message

easiÌy and correctly. A SOAP message has three parts: envelope, header and body as shown in

Figure 2.2. The application specific data is kept in the body whereas the optional part header

contains issues like security. The envelope contains these two parts and r¡/raps the whole message.

These messages are interpreted and received by SOAP server [15].

SOAP offers the following features [25]:

¡ SOAP exchanges information or messages between two services in a very structured and

typed way.

o It is a platform independent mechanism that reduces the cost and compÌexity of application

integration.

. Exchanging message using SOAP allows wide range of distributed approaches. Thus the

services can communicate using any of the message exchange patterns.

r Generally, the SOAP messages are sent out in one direction from sender to receiver. How-

ever, another messaging is also possible that will combine multiple one-way messages.

The basic functionality of Web Services, as described with WSDL, UDDI, and SOAP,

lacks some important features. At the implementation level the users need to provide serves with

more accuracy and security. So far WSDL, UDDI and SOAP structure have not considered the

trust and reputation concept though this is important for electronic businesses [20]. The trust

and reputation concept is applied in areas such as electronic marketplace successfully. For this

the concept can be implemented is Web Services.

T2
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SOAP li4essage
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Figure 2.2: SOAP Message format

2.3 Tþust and Reputation

Today's electronic market place has to confront a number of challenges such as inade-

quate security, lack of quality of service and cheating in business. If sufûcient steps are not taken

to address those challenges then the confidence of clients in electronic business will go down.

Therefore, the clients may refuse to involve themselves in online activities. In general, the clients

have concern about the lack of security of the whole process and acquiring guaranteed services as

advertised. Without handling this properly the faith of the clients cannot be grown; which will

be costly for the whole industry [7].

We need to work on building the confidence of the clients. A lot of research work [B;

77;24;27] has been done to recover a client's confidence and make the electronic business secure,

trustworthy and beneficial for the client. Building the confrdence of the clients is one of the

motivations of Web Services along with some other facilities like inter-operability and less human

interaction. To make the functions of Web Services more effective and usable Web Services need to
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emphasize security, structure and service. Using the trust and reputation concept, Web Services

can perform better than before.

2.3.t Tþust

Untrustworthy and unsafe electronic transactions are not impossible in this age's of

internet technology, where sometimes one needs to rely on the providers without knowing much

about them. The providers have to establish confidence among the clients by providing desired

services, which in this thesis we define as'Trust'. In this thesis, trust reflects the believing level

of the client about the provider that the provider will provide services as advertised' We believe

that the higher the trust is the higher the chance a transaction will be successful.

The trust of the client about the provider starts building when the client is satisfied with

the process and flow of business of the provider. It aìso increases based on the quality of provided

service. If a client trusts a provider that implies that the next transaction among them will be a

safe and secure transaction. Though one might think security can ensure trust, that is not true

for all cases. For example, if there is a hungry tiger walking around in a cage, one is safe and

secure from it, but that does not mean that we trust the tiger [7].

2.3.2 Reputation

Reputation of a provider is also crucial in online business, as after analyzing reputation

a client can predict how the provider could behave. On the other hand, the client may not have

any prior interaction with a provider. Therefore, there is no way to know about the provider

except other client's opinion (feedback) about that provider. For this thesis, the feedback of the

other clients is considered as the reputation of that provider to a client. Feedback from clients

are vital to be considered because it is one of the main criteria of selecting a suitable provider in

our model.

I4

Tlust and reputation have been researched for the last few years in electronic business
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along with Web Services. New ideas and models have been proposed to develop this area by

number of researchers. In the following some models will be discussed.

2.4 Tbust & Reputation in Electronic Marketplaces

As providing feedback on providers about the previous transactions is widely used in

today's electronic business, a suitable starting point for our research would be why this is signifi-

cant and prior work in the use of feedback concept in other areas. In this chapter, the impact of

Web Services on both electronic marketplace and Web Services are discussed briefly.

Several authors have proposed to use trust and reputation concepts in electronic market-

place systems. A generic but efficient reputation system has been implemented from 1995 onwards

at the popular electronic auction site eBay [3; 21]. In this system, a buyer has the option of rating

the seller after trading with her. Possible ratings are positive (+1), neutral (0), or negative (-1).

The total of all the ratings for the last six months is considered to be the reputation of that seller.

Note that

. one buyer can assign only a single rating (positive, neutral or negative) to a single seller,

regardless of the number of transactions they have had, and

r if the rating changes, the new rating will replace the old one. The introduction of the rating

system has improved the popularity of the eBay trading system [21].

Another system is used by Onsale [33] in which, a brief textual comment can be added

to the ratings which take values of 'positive' (4 or 5), 'neutral' (3), and 'negative' (1 or 2). Normal

averaging method is used to accumulate the feedbacks. Of course, textual comments are intended

to be read by humans, and are thus not very interesting for automated systems such as Web

Services. In this site anyone can rate any providcr without having a previous transaction t34].

Xu eú al. [32] described a different kind of online purchase behavior model. The model

15
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Figure 2.3: A profile of a provider of eBay [12]

contains two types of factors, product-related and seller-related. Quality and price of the product

are the main concems rvith respect to the product-related issue, whereas the reputation of the

selle¡ is the major concern among other issues for the buyer. Higher perceived quality and lower

perceived price will have positive effect on the perceived value of a product, which will also have a

positive effect on the willingness-to-buy of an online buyer. The reputation score will affect trust

too; sellers with higher weight will have higher trust (which also indicates lower risk), and vice

versa [32].

Many organizations use trusted third parties to help buyers to choose sellers. But when

such third parties are not available, it becomes tough for a new dealer to select the proper seller.

Yu and Singh [33] have proposed a social mechanism of reputation management which facititates

buying in this kind of situation, and avoids bad trading. They propose the so-called referral

chain, which is the series of referrals of agents, from service requester to service provider, that

had direct or indirect interaction with the provider. In this setting, if agent A wants to know

the reputation of agent B, then A has to generate all possible referral chains that lead to B.

Then, the reputation is calculated according to the feedback obtained through the referral chain;

the calculation considers the feedback obtained from the chain, but also reputation of individual

agents in the chain. This process also allows newcomer agents to quickly find reputation of the

desired agent by using suitable referral chain(s) [33].
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A reputation oriented reinforcement learning algorithm [26] for eìectronic marketplaces,

based on the value and quality of individual products, has been described in [29]. The buying

algorithm tries to maximize the expected value of products by selecting a reputed seller; it also

dynamically maintains a set of reputed sellers to be chosen from. The selling algorithm tries to

maximize the profit by altering the product quality and price, while trying to maintain (or, if

possible, improve) the seller's reputation. The reputation of the sellers is dynamically calculated

as well. A similar idea has been described earlier, in the form of a purchasing assistant support

that will help the buyers to evaluate and rank products offered by the sellers [16].

Bolton [B] came up with a two sided reputation system, in which both the buyer and

seller can rate each other. Bolton argued that it is possible to cheat the sellers as well by rating

them incorrectly. This can be done intentionally or giving a fake testimony. It is found that

though both way reputation system needs more information, it has better impact on trading than

its single-side counterparts [8].

Azzedin [7] also mentioned the importance of trust in a network system. He points out

that implementing trust is crucial for the survival of electronic business. He addressed trust as

a combination of identity trust and behavior trust. He emphasized on the combination to find

out a trustworthy peer. In his thesis, he compared direct trust, reputation, and direct trust

and reputation for different level of dishonest domains. According to his results sometimes the

direct trust and reputation works better than others and sometime the direct trust workS better.

However, he did not address how the trustworthy peer will affect finding a trusty peer. Moreover,

feedback from all recommenders are treated with equal importance. However, that may not

be true as unknown recommenders can provide false information which can affect the selection

process [7].
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2.5 Tþust & Reputation in 'Web Services

While all the approaches mentioned above focus on online buying and selling products,

there is no reason why any one of them could not be applied in the context of Web Services.

However, this requires not only the development of suitable trust and reputation mechanisms,

but also a precise description of the non-functional properties of the services offered. Some of

those properties such as performance, throughput, scalability, latency, and securit¡ are commoniy

referred to as Quality of Service, or QoS [19], and a number of researchers have described different

aspects of QoS for Web Services. Some researchers defined QoS as a combination of availability,

security, response time and throughput [19]. Others deflned QoS in terms of execution price,

execution duration, reputation, successful execution rate and availability [35]. In any case,

service offerings from different providers can be distinguished through the provided (or perceived)

Qos.

One possibìe way in which QoS information can be systematically recorded, maintained,

and made available to potential clients is through the use of a dedicated transaction registry or

monitor 1271. Tian et al [27] discusses the role and properties of the so-called WS-QoS broker

(WSB), which keeps track of the recent information of currently available offers made by the

prospective providers. It can also act as an aid in the service selection process, since it gets and

tests all the required descriptions from the UDDI registry. Here 'test' means the WSB will check

whether the offers can meet the requirements of the clients. It can also aid in the process of

selecting the best service to invoke for the client. Furthermore, the WS-QoS monitor provides

information about the available service offers 1271.

Ran [24] has advocated a similar approach where an additional registry that provides

certification is proposed, in addition to the regular one which provides simple directory functions.

In this model, the provider first supplies the information about its service(s) to the certification

registry, which checks the claims of the providers in terms of both functional and non-functional

i8
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properties. After certifying that the provider's claims are true, the certifier issues an appropriate

certificate to the provider. The provider then submits the usual directory information about its

service to the regular UDDI registry, together with the certificate from the certification registry.

When clients query the UDDI registry, they obtain both the usual directory information and the

certificate. It is claimed that the use of this model helps alleviate the problems of incomplete or

outdated content in the UDDI registry. It is not clear, however, how the certifrcation registry can

be implemented, and how it can verify QoS promises by a variety of providers [2 ].

Maximilien and Singh [18] proposed a slightly different approach where a Reputation

and Endorsement system (RES) and Web Service agent proxy (WSAP) collaborate to facilitate

the selection process. RES follows a set of principals which includes rating, reputation and

endorsement. On the other hand, WSAP can access each service and by using it, the proxy

collaborates with all the services and selects the best one suited for the client's query at hand.

In addition to that, WSAP also monitors other service's activities for future usage. However,

the authors did not talk about how the providers will be selected, in other words the selection

criterion [18].

As current techniques do not support rational selection, Maximilien [17] proposed a

new 'self-adjusting trust' based model. Self-adjusting trust is an 'autonomic' characteristic which

dynamically adjusts and establishes the level of trust between the provider and requester. Each

transaction is rated through automatic monitoring and user input (if available), and those ratings

are used for subsequent provider selection. Emphasis is given on the way in which the service

behaves as opposed in the way it advertises [17].

It should be noted that all of the approaches mentioned above require an extension of

Web Services standards, as the current versions of those standards have no provisions to describe

additional information such as certificates, QoS guarantees, and/or post-transaction ratings.

19
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2.6 A Comparison of Existing Approaches

Table 2.1 compares the properties of the approaches described above. In the table, we

have compared some existing models according to their ratings, referrers, selection and additional

registry. As the rating can be done in different methods like cumulative, averaged or two-way, the

table has three different columns for each of those. We have made two columns for whether the

models have considered the credibility of the referrers and grouping of referrers. The selection

process might consider QoS or dynamic selection of providers; therefore we have also made two

different columns for those.

As can be seen, each of them has something to offer, however, none of them offers a

comprehensive and feasible solution to the problem of introducing trust and reputation to Web

Services. Here are some of the findings from the table:

o All the models do not give much importance on two-way messaging. After having a successful

transaction in a two way messaging both the service requester and the service provider pro-

vides comments on each other about their experience about the recent transaction. Though

it is one of the ways that can ensure fairness for both the clients and sellers.

. Only one model [3] checks the credibility of the referrer.

AII the referrers should not be scaled equaily. However, classifying referrers into groups is

not emphasized much.

No more than one model considered the idea of an additional registry. For better (i.e. quick,

reliabìe) performance the additional registry can be useful.
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Chapter 3

Dynamic Trust and Reputation

Management model for Web Services

In this thesis the Dynamic Tlust and Reputation Management (DTRM) model is dis-

cussed along with implementation issues of the model. Two different approaches: centralized

approach and distributed approach are elaborated after that. In the centralized approach the

selection process will be done with the help of an additional transaction registry. A transaction

registry will store all the previous transactions of each of the providers and check whether the

promises advertised by the respected providers are fully performed or not. The detail of benefits

of the new registry are explained later in this chapter. In the distributed approach the clients

have to depend on the referrer for their feedback before selecting a provider. All the clients except

the requester or the client who is involved in the transaction are referrers. The DTRM model

will be applied in both the approaches to assist clients. More detail about the above mentioned

issues along with the work flow of those are discussed in this chapter.

22
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3.1 The DTRM model

We will now describe the proposed model and its environment. We will refer to the

model as Dynamic Trust and Reputation Management, or DTRM.

3.1.1 DTRM: Calculation of Tlust

The foundation of the DTRM and the main source of information about trustworthiness

of a service provider is the satisfaction of the client after a service-based interaction with that

particular provider. Let us call this the 'satisfaction value' and use o¿,¡(t) to denote the satisfaction

value of client i, for the provider j, for last ú time of interactions (or, possibly, the ordinal number

of the interaction). We assume that o ca.n take any value between 0 and 1, which correspond to

totally unsatisfactory and totally satisfactory service, respectively.

Each client will maintain a record - in fact, some kind of database - about the satisfaction

after service interactions. All previous interactions will be recorded there, separately for each

provider. This information will be referred to as the trust that the current client has in the

particular provider denoted by r :

ri,j(t) : function of o¿,¡(t) over all earlier ú (3. 1)

The function used can be an arithmetic mean value, which is simple but requires that

the client maintains a separate record for each interaction. This is space-consuming and time-

consuming, as the mean has to be recalculated for every query.

Furthermore, the simple mean assigns equal weight to all transactions regardless of when

they took place; for example, the transaction performed yesterday is as important as the one from

two years ago. A better solution would be to assign more weight to the more recent transactions.

In this thesis, more weight is given to the k most recent (last) transactions. Here k can depend on a

time frame as well. We propose to accomplish this through a suitable moving average) for example
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a combination of simple average and the exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) T can

be calculated after each transaction as

(3.2 )

The smoothing constant a, which takes values from 0.5 to 1, can be used to adjust the

weight given to more recent transactions. A suitable value will be determined experimentally.

3.1.2 DTRM: Calculation of Reputation

As defrned above, reputation of the provider from the standpoint of a particular client

is simply the average satisfaction value in thai provider held by other clients:

pi,j(t): âv€râB€ of r¡r,¡(t - 7) where k t' i (3.3)

Averaging can take place over all other clients or only some of them, depending on whether we

use a centralized or distributed model and whether the recording of satisfaction values is made

mandatory or not; both of these choices will be explained in more detail below.

However, a given client may choose not to assign equal weight to the trust values of other

clients. Because not all feedback is equally credible. In real life, we trust some people's opinions

more than those of others: for example, opinions of family members or friends are valued higher

than the opinions of unknown people. Therefore, leveling the feedbacks is crucial [33].

To account for those differences, the social classification mechanism is proposed, which

is a classified client groups according to their social status. The clients are classified into three

different groups: family or relatives, friends and community or others as shown in Figure 3.1.

lf%g,t<t<kt? t
,¿,¡(t): 1 ':t*v'r\ r 

[ "Ë 
,P+ (1 - a);;ø:U, t> k
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Figure 3.1: Social Classification

The feedback obtained from each of the group members is assigned decreasing weight:

ø,¡(t) : trlr 'average of r¡,,¡(t - 1) from relatives

+ ?r/ .average of r¡r(t - t) from friends

+ uo 'average of i¡,¡(t:\ from others

where, for convenience, weight factors t¿' should satisfy the following equation:

wr*u¡-futo-1

(3.4)

(3.5)

Here, the reliability of the feedback is crucial. The problem is how to assign individual

clients to each of those categories. This can be accomplished in two ways. First, there can be

an external channel through which such categorization is accomplished. For example, if a bank

client wants to access his account online, he has to phone the bank to obtain the initial password.

Similarly, some clients may be assigned the status of a relative (family member) simply because

we trust them on the basis of our previous non-electronic interactions.

Second, the improvement in client's standing (and possible upgrading to a group of

higher credibility) can be done by observing the agreement of reputation feedback reported by
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that client with the final outcome of the selection process. In other words, the more times a

client recommends the service provider which gets selected and proves satisfactory in the actual

interaction, the better the client's standing should be. Conversely, recommending providers that

do not get selected or those that are selected but prove unsatisfactory in the actual interaction,

should lead to demotion of client's status. Suitable thresholds could be established to allow for

clients to move up and down.

We classify the society based on link based method and area based method which are

kind of fixed for each run in the distributed approach. Therefore, in our experiments, we do

not implement the improvement in client's standing rather we implemented a simplified model

(DTRM) for the experiments.

3.1.3 DTRM: Implementation Issues

How can the DTRM be implemented? In the centralized approach, the DTRM can

be implemented through the estabÌishment of a Tlansaction Registry which may be part of the

regular UDDI (directory) registry, or a separate entity. After each service transaction, the client

reports its satisfaction with the service provided to this registry. Reporting may be mandatory or

optional. The registry wiìl keep track of all the transactions, and provide the information about

the trust and reputation values upon request by a prospective client. In this case, clients need not

keep their own records - they just send them to the Tþansaction registry and then forget about

them. Moreover, the calculations of DTRM are performed by the registry, and the client gets all

the information ready from a single source so as to heÌp it make the decision. The sequence of

message exchanges here is between the clients and Tlansaction registry labeled as 'Referrer'.

In the original \Meb Services solution, service requesters are directed to the UDDI reg-

istry; therefore, integrating the transaction and UDDI registries would speed up the querying

phase and eliminate the network traffic between the two registries, as well as the risk of inconsis-
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tency between the two. To do so, the existing UDDI registry, together with UDDI and WSDL

standards and the related XML schemata, needs to be augmented with appropriate capabilities.

We are confident that this can be achieved in such a way as to ensure backward compatibility

with the existing standards; yet such additions are beyond the scope of my thesis.

One possible drawback of the centralized approach is its fault tolerance. The entire

concept falls down if the augmented registry fails for whatever reason. White this may not be

a very likely event, it is still a serious problem, similar to other architectures that rely on a

centralized server of any kind.

In the distributed approach, functionality of the Tlansaction registry is mimicked by

the community of Web Service clients. Each client will have to track its own interactions with

service providers and maintain accurate records of the experience of those interactions, and be

able and willing to supply that information upon request. The client that needs to find a suitable

service still has to query the UDDI registry to obtain a list of potential providers. Once the

best candidate providers are identified, the prospective client will then issue a separate multicast

(since broadcast is not practical) request to the community, asking for reputation feedback from

its peers. Note that here the message exchanges between the clients and the 'Referrer', that is a

community of clients and the 'Query about provider' may consist of several messages.

Note that the DTRM calculations have to be performed by each requesting client, which

increases computational load of the process; but the calculations are simple and should not pose

a big problem.

More importantl¡ the step of reputation collection could lead to high levels of network

traffic, esp. if the broadcast request aims at the widest possible audience - the clients in the entire

network. This traffic volume can be ¡educed through appropriate Time-To-Live (TTL) values

which would limit the target audience of network requests to clients that can be reached with at

most TTL hops away from the requesting client. Also, the reputation query message may contain
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a deadline beyond which the requesting client will not accept responses any more. Finally, the

reputation collection process may be limited to just the few candidate providers with the highest

ranking. All of these measures would help reduce network traffic. In case of no response from any

of the relative, friends or community the value of reputation will be '0'. For this kind of situation

the client have to depend on their trust value only.

In the distributed approach, after successfully completing each transaction, the client

wiìl share its own experience from the interaction with the community. Other clients may record

this information so as to facilitate their subsequent actions. If insufficient number of responses is

obtained, they can either a) repeat the request but with a longer target audience, or b) fall back

on relying on its own experience only.

Regardless of the kind of architecture, security of data transmissions is an important

issue. However, security is beyond the scope of this thesis, and we are assuming that issues

related to security have been taken care of.

3.L.4 Hypotheses

In our thesis, we have a couple of hypothesis.

If a group of providers is created with higher satisfaction value then those providers will be

selected more often. We think that the most reliable providers group will get most of the

calls.

For a provider with higher satisfaction value the probability of getting selected will be higher

than other providers. We think that the most reliable provider will get most of the calls.

If group of clients are generated by using the social classification method then the recom-

mendation of the family members and friends will be better than the community members.

We think that different weight for each of the groups (family ) friend > community) can

assist the selection process best.
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r If a provider has more interactions with clients then that provider will be good provider

with a suitable satisfaction value. We think that the clients will suggest that provider with

whom it interacts more.

3.2 CentralizedApproach

For a secure business transaction, it is better to gather prior knowledge about the pre-

vious performances of a particular provider. This knowledge can be helpful while selecting a

provider. Referrers can share their personaì experiences. However, there is no guaranty that

the experience shared âmong the clients will be just. To minimize that, a transaction registry is

introduced. A transaction registry will keep the records of all the previous transactions and store

the details of the transaction for futu¡e queries. After receiving requests from clients, DTRM gen-

erates a list of prospected providers. The model only suggests the best possible providers based

on their previous performance, though the final selection will be in the hand of the client. Both

the provider and the clients have the option to inform about their experiences to the transaction

register. Figure 3.2 shows the work-flow of the approach.

Though the DTRM can be implemented in any of the registries, it will be better to

implement it in a Transaction Registry where possible. As transaction registry will keep all the

transaction records, it will be effective if the model is implemented in it. On the other hand,

DTRM not implementing in the service registry means it will reduce its work load. There are

some advantages using a new registry, which are discussed beÌlow:

o The recommendation from the referrer can be biased and there is no good way to verify that.

As the transaction registry stores all the records of previous transactions, we do not have to

wait for the feedback from the recommender like in the distributed approach; rather we just

need to request the transaction registry to know the previous performance of the provider.

Using transaction registry this way will reduce the dependency on the recommendation.
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The strength in centralized approach is that we need not to be dependent on the referrer's

recommendation; rather the transaction registry can provide prospective providers consid-

ering their earlier transaction details.

If we need to query on some provider or transaction, the transaction registry can help by

providing the necessary information to the requester.

I

I trin¡ s*rruice
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o The transaction registry can help checking the reputation of the referrer for authentication.

3.3 Distributed Approach

In the distributed approach, all the clients will be interconnected like a peer to peer

architecture. Each client will keep track of its own experiences and share them upon request.

Here, each client will act as a referrer for other transactions involving other clients. The Dynamic

Tlust and Reputation Management Model will be applied in every client's workstation. Figure 3.3

shows the work-flow of the approach. By using the concept of ¡eferrer one can use other's repu-

tation about the provider to achieve better selection. To avoid biasedness of the referrer, 'social

classification mechanism' or 'checking referrer's reputation mechanism' can be used.

The strength of the distributed approach is the classification of the clients of the society.

If proper feedbacks of previous transactions are obtained then distributed approach can be an

effective approach.

r As not all the referrers are equally credible the social classification process can be applied,

which will minimize the fraud cases.

o The structure is the same as normal Web Services; therefore, working with it will be easy.

Except the requester, all other clients can act as a referrer and share information.

The distributed approach depends on the truthfulness of the referrer and thus on decision

making. The referrer can provide biased feedback which can effect the provider selection. It

will be hard to recognize reliable feedbacks in this way. We can only check the reputation

of the referrer predicting that the referrers will share precise information which may not be

the always true.

The distributed approach has some drawbacks as well.

o performance may suffer since not all referrers will reply instantaneously
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Figure 3.3: Distributed Approach

the number of feedback reports received may vary (could be large or small)

the distributed approach may be more difficult to secure against malicious intruders than

the centralized one

3.4 Work-flow

The work-flow of the two approaches can be divided into three subcategories: a) how

the service description will be published, b) how the selection process will be done and c) how

the interaction and feedback will be handled.

provide repcrt
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3.4.1 Centralized Approach
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Figure 3.4: Centralized Approach: Pubìishing

A provider requests service registry for publishing the services it wants to provide. After

that the service registry takes information from the transaction registry about the provider

before accepting the request. Providers, who are having a acceptable satisfaction value,

will get acceptance easily whereas others may have a conditional acceptance. This way, the

providers with good reputation get the privilege in publishing. Later the provider publishes

its service description. The publishing process is shown in figure 3.4.

o Selecting:

A client requests for the information of interested providers of a particular service to the

service registry. The service registry sends the provider information to transaction registry

and the client. For each of the providers the transaction registry gets the trust from the

client and reputation from the previous transactions. After that the DTRM applied in the

transaction registry and generates suggestion for the client. At last the transaction registry

sends back the preference list of providers to the client.
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Figure 3.5: Centralized Approach: Selecting

In the Web Services, a service provider pubìishes the description of services it is going

to provide. Howevet, it can not be verified whether the provider has the ability to fulfill

those claims or not. Yet the capability of the provider can be assumed by the previous

performance of the provider. For this, it is essential to get authentic previous experiences

about the service providers. The transaction registry is assigned the task of keeping track

of previous information. It also stands behind to check whether the provider fulfills the

promises as advertised to maintain good reputation based on the provider feedback. The

selection process is shown in figure 3.5.
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o Reporting:

After binding and interacting both the provider and the cìient may provide feedback to

the transaction registry. These responses will help other peers while selecting providers

in future. As satisfaction value depends on the provided service, the providers will try to

increase its service to raise the satisfaction value and thus influence clients. The reporting

process is shown in figure 3.6.

3.4.2 Distributed Approach
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Figure 3.7: Distributed Approach: Publishing

o Publishing:

A provider requests to publish the providing service description to the service registry. The

service registry sends back reply to the request. If the provider does not maintain certain

satisfaction value, then the request may be rejected or accepted with certain condition. In

this manner, the reputed providers get the preference to provide support. Then the register

will publish its service description. The publishing process is shown in figure 3.7.

¡ Selecting:

After informed by the registry about the prospective providers, a client can communicate
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Figure 3.8: Distributed Approach: Selecting

with other peers about the service of those providers. As the process is distributed, clients

have to depend on the feedback from other peers. F\rrthermore, not all feedback is equally

credible; therefore some sort of classifrcation must be used to simplify the situation. In

order to facilitate this process the clients can be categorized into three different groups:

family or relatives, friends and community. The DTRM assumes that relatives will provide

more trustworthy feedback than friends, and friends will provide more trustworthy feedback

than members of the general community. These differences are reflected in the model by

providing separate weight for each of the components. Applying this, the occurrence of

fraud cases can be minimized also.

The DTRM will be applied at the client end, from gathered feedback from other sources.

The client classifles the feedback and generates a suggestion for the client. The client then

follows the suggestion or chooses on its own from the list of providers. The selection process

is shown in figure 3.8.

o Reporting:

Since in the distributed approach the referrer's feedback influence the client's selection

process, providing feedback after every transaction is very important. Once a client selects
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Figure 3.9: Distributed Approach: Reporting

a provider then the rest of the process is more straight forward. The client has to bind and

interact with the selected provider. After binding and interacting, both the provider and

the client will provide its own experience (optional for providers, mandatory for clients) to

everyone. As trust and reputation value will depend on the service provided, the providers

will try to increase their level of services gradually for a better satisfaction value. The

reporting process is shown in figure 3.9.
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Chapter 4

Results and Evaluation

We analyzed the performance of our Dynamic Tbust and Reputation Management (DTRM).

We have built a simulator to examine the behaviour of DTRM. A number of experiments are run

with this simulator and the results have been analyzed to evaluate the DTRM.

We need to store the information of the providers, services and the clients and their

transaction history. Hence, we maintain a database containing data tables. In this thesis we are

using dö. * database. dð. x supports both network and relational database model. The advantages

of using a network model are, it eliminates data redundancy by relating the records directly,

without requiring the duplicate field and index file and both the network access and the indexed

access are independent methods. By combining these technologies the database design flexibility

is maximized [1]. In the network database model, the relationships among records are well defined

and maintained through sets. "A record'is a named collecti.on of related fields, whi.ch are stored

and accessed as auni,t" [7). Whereas "a set defines a one-to-mang relat'ionsltip betweentwo record

types (member to owner)" lIl.

The database operation flow is given in the Figure 4.1. According to the figure the

database is designed and the DDL specification is prepared before compiling the DDL specifica-

tion. After that the code (which includes db.star.h) is designed and compiled. After compiling

3B
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the code compiler

program. Finally,

we link the program with då. *

we can run the dö. x application

library to create the executable application

program [1].

Figure 4.1: Database operation flow [1]

In this chapter, we are going to discuss the database design for this thesis. After that the

initialization of simulation is discussed along with the social classification methods are described

with a random example. After that several simulation processes and there results are given. The

chapter ends with an evaluation on the experiments.

4.L Database Design

Before running the simulator we need to initialize our database. The database contains

several records and sets. The relation among the records and the sets is provided in Figure 4.2.

In this thesis, we have designed our database with six records and six sets. Among the records

three are owner records and rest of them are member records. The database needs to create the
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tables before the actual simulation runs.

Sûl (frÒm mombcr lo ownr4

Figure 4.2: Database schema

4.2 Initialization

Certain initialization will be needed for the simulation run.

4.2.7 Setting up the participants

Our simulator will have l/" clients who are requesting services amorlg the assigned N,

different services. The services are provided by /y'o service providers, each of these providers

is providing exactly P" number of services. The providers will have a number of offers for the

services. A provider can provide same service more than once with different offer.

We categorize the providers into three groups initially to match with the final outcome

of the simulation results: most reliable group of providers, reliable group of provides and non-

reliable group of providers. The trust and reputation value of each of the providers wiìl be any

value from 0 to 1. The groups are assigned by providing different range of weights for each of the

transaction. The non-reliable providers can be a provider with low trust and reputation value,

at the same time it can be a provider with fluctuated trust and reputation value. The groups

are segregated by their credibility. We made the groups before running the actual simulation
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predicting that the group of most reliable providers will have most of the calls from the clients.

After each of the experiments if the result matches as we predicted, it can be claimed that the

DTRM works fine for the providers who maintain better trust and reputation.

4.2.2 Selecting options

The selection of the providers can be done randomly or non-randomly. Centralized

and distributed are the two approaches which a client can choose for a non-random simulation.

According to the model, the centralized approach uses the additional transaction registry to

provide the necessary information for selecting the best provider. On the other hand, in the

distributed approach we need to call for other people's opinion. As all the recommendations are

not equally credible, we are going to classifying the society into groups. Therefore, we need a

technique to classify the clients into groups. The groups can be created by using two different

techniques: link based and area based.

4.2.3 Classifying clients for distributed approach

For distributed approach the social classification of clients is needed. Among the classi-

fied groups, the members of the family are the most trusted group members; then the friends and

at last the members of the community, i.e the rest of the clients rather than the members of the

family and friends. The participant clients are divided into different groups by either link based

method or area based method.

c Linle Based Method

In linked based method we create a connectivity graph by generating links between randomly

selected node peers. The total number of links is determined by a predefined 'degree'. After

that, we get the edges among the nodes and depending on that we classify the clients into

groups. If the number of edges is less between a client and the requester, it can be assumed

4I
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Requester

Fsmlly Members

Frlends

Communlty Members

Figure 4.3: Linked based Social Classification (sample)

that the client have a close relation with the requester. These nodes will be assigned as

the member of the family. Then according to the number of edges the friends and the

community members are assigned.

For an example, for 20 nodes we select link based method. We consider node {1} to be

the requester client node for the first cycle. After the mapping, the nodes with a one hop

distance from the requester are assigned as family members, if the distance is two hops

then those are assigned as friend and the rest are assigned as community members. In the

example 50 edges created. After classifying the clients we have found 3 family members, 9

friends and 7 community members. The link based graph of 150 clients is very complicated

and difficult to understand. For a clear understanding a small link based graph (Figure 4.3)

of 20 clients is drawn where the edges are shown clearly.

@
@
()
O
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Figure 4.4: Area Based Social Classification (sample)

o Area Based Method

In area based method, we imagine a two dimensional graph as our scope and the clients are

spread in the scope. Each of the nodes is denoted as a client. Initially a randomiy selected

node is assigned as the origin. This origin will act as a service requester. We map the

distance of all other nodes from the origin and make groups according to their distances.

In each cycle of the simulations all the nodes will have their own circle of family, friends and

community. For an instance of an example of 150 clients using area based method we find

that, the node {50,83} is selected as the origin on a random basis for the first run. Then

from that we map the distance of all other nodes and find 10 family members, 30 friends

and 109 community members. The scope with the client nodes are shown in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.5: Progression of interactions
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In the figure the nodes in the small circle

the big circle are the friends of the origin

community.

are the members of the family and the nodes in

node. The rest of the nodes are members of the

4.2.4 Setting up the simulation cycle

Several simulation runs are needed to obtain an ideal evaluation of our model. For

our experiments we have run 20 rounds where each of the rounds has 200 calls. Therefore, the

selection process is running 4000 times and producing results. We think that this many cycles

are reasonable enough to produce an acceptable result.

In every experiment the providers declare the services they will provide. Atl the clients

will select one random service. The corresponding providers and their reputation will be taking

care for evaluation. The evaluation process will work if there is more than one service provider is

available, otherwise the interested provider will be selected without any additional delay. After

the selection process the database will be updated with the new trust and reputation value of the

provider. The progression mentioned above is shown in Figure 4.5.

4.3 Experiments

The results and analysis of some experiments using the simulator are discussed bellow:

4.3.I Experiment 1

In experiment 1,

- the providers and services are selected randomly,

- no trust and reputation concept is implemented.

The clients will choose services at a random basis. After running the experiment we consider the

proportion of the total caÌls to the calls directed to the most reliable provider and the proportion
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Figure 4.6: Percentage of random service calls to the most reliable provider and the four most
reliable providers

of the total calls to tlie calls directed to the four most reliable providers. The graph is given in

Figure 4.6, where it can be seen that the most reliable provider gets 3.43% and the four most

reliable providers get 13.49% of the total service calls. The proportions are almost the same as a

uniform distribution. Among the 30 providers the reliable providers did not get any advantages

of their better trust and reputation values. Therefore, it can be predicted that all the providers,

regardless of there credibility, get the same priority for service call.

4.3.2 Experiment 2

In experiment 2,

- services are selected randomly,

- providers are selected using centralized approach,

- only trust is implemented.

In this experiment we tried to find a suitable weight for the last few transactions depending on how
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of percentages of calls of the most reliable provider using different weights
for the last few transaction

much more we want to emphasi ze the recent transactions than the rest of the transactions. If 50%

weight is given to the last k transactions then the (t-k) transactions will get 50% weight, which

implies that we are considering all the transactions equally. If more than 50% weight is given to

the recent transactions as we proposed, the rest of the transactions get less importance. However,

we compared different proportions of weight (recent transactions-rest of the transactions): 60%-

40%, 70%-307o and S0%-20% to choose the appropriate weight. According to Figure 4.7 when

the weight is 50%-50% then the curve is almost straight and when the weight is 60%-40Vo and

80%-20% a minor improvement can be noticed. However, when 70%-30% weight is given the

curve gets better than other curves. Therefore, we decide to choose 70%-30% weight for the last

k transaction for rest of the experiments.

4.3.3 Experiment 3

In experiment 3,

- the services are selected randomly,
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Figure 4.8: Percentage of calls using trust in centralized approach for the most reliable provider
and the four most reliable providers

- providers are selected using centralized approach,

- only trust is implemented in this experiment.

In this experiment the centralized approach is used. Here the additional transaction registry is

assumed to use which will have the track of all the previous transactions of the providers with

each of the clients. After running the experiment we can see in Figure 4.8, that the most reliable

provider gets almost 50% of the total service calls and the four most reliable providers started

getting 83% of the service calls ended up with 65% of the service calls. As the services are chosen

randomiy and not all the services are offered by all the providers the four most reliable providers'

curve came like that. The most reliable provider has a good transaction history and has a steady

percentage of service calls.
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Figure 4.9: Percentage of calls using trust and reputation in centralized approach for the most
reliable provider and the four most reliable providers

4.3.4 Experiment 4

In experiment 4,

- the services are selected randomly,

- the providers are selected using centralized approach,

- both trust and reputation are applied.

Tlust and reputation are used in this experiment using centralized approach. We assume that

every client had previous transaction records with all the providers. Therefore, each client has

his own trust with all the providers. In centralized approach, the reputation of one provider is

nothing but the simple arithmetical average of the other entire client's trust with that provider.

According to Figure 4.8 we can see that the most reliable provider gets more than 55% of the

total service calls and the four most reliable providers get g5% of the total service calls. Fbom this

Figure 4.8 it is clear that higher trust and reputation value can ensure more service calls. The

four most reliable providers are called most of the times among which the most reliable provider
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Figure 4.10: Percentage of calls to the most reliable provider using different weights for family,
friends and community members in distributed approach

4.3.5 Experiment 5

In experiment 5,

- services are selected randomly,

- the providers are selected using distributed approach,

In this experiment we tried to decide the different weights for the family, friends and community

members. According to our model we want to give more emphasis on the feedback from family

members, then feedback from friends and then the feedback from community members. In Fig-

ure 4.10, we have taken three different values for the three social classified groups and run the

experiment with the same settings. We can see that after the 5th cycle whatever value we take

the most reliable provider gets almost same percentage of calls. Hence, we assume that any one

of the types will serve our model properly. In the figure, when we take 50% weight for the family,

30% weight for the friends and 20Vo weight for the community then the curve proceeds with a

little change while, when we take 70% weight for the family, 20% weight for the friends and 10%
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weight for the community then the curve starts with a lower value and jumps up within a few

cycles and becomes steady after that. Another curve is neither too straight nor with a sudden

jump. Therefore, we are considering 60% weight for the family, 30% weight for the friends and

10% weight for the community for the rest of the experiments.
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Figure 4.11: Percentage of calls using trust in distributed approach for the most reliable provider
and the four most reliable providers

4.3.6 Experiment 6

In experiment 6,

- services are selected randomly,

- the providers are selected using distributed approach,

- only trust is implemented but no reputation is considered.

The distributed approach is applied in this experiment with the trust value of the provider for

selecting the best service provider. In Figure 4.11, it is shown that the most reliable provider gets

more than half, in particular near 53% of the total service calls. The four most reliable providers

5t
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get around 96% of the total calls which means the rest 26 providers get only 4% service calls.

In general, the requester clients look for reliable providers in other words the providers with a

higher trust and reputation value. Therefore, it is obvious that they will call the reliable providers

repeatedly.
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Figure 4.72: Comparison of calls of the most reliable provider using trust between centralized and
distributed approach

4.3.7 Experiment 7

In experiment 7,

- services are selected randomly,

- only trust is implemented,

- no reputation is considered,

- only the percentages of total service calls to the most reliable provider are considered.

A comparison between centralized and distributed approach is made in this experiment. Central-

ized approach considers all previous transactions of the providers and distributed approach select
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providers according to the feedback of the classified social groups. in this experiment we made

a comparison between the percentages of total service calls of the most reliable provider of both

the approaches using trust. In Figure 4.72. the comparison is done. We ran the simulator twice

to get the results to do this comparison. The experiments had their own set of data; therefore,

there are minor differences between the curves (50% and b4%).
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Figure 4.13: Percentage of calls using trust and reputation in distributed approach for the most
reliable provider and the four most reliable providers

4.3.8 Experiment 8

In experiment 8,

- services are selected randomly,

- providers are selected using distributed approach,

- both trust and reputation concept is applied.

Distributed approach depends on the feedback of the clients. According to the social classiflcation

highest weight is given to the feedback from the family, then the feedback of the f¡iends and at last
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the feedback of the community. Though in a real world scenario not all the clients from family,

friends and community may not provide or interested to provide their feedback to the requester

client. In this experiment we have considered all the feedback of the provider for selection. In

this experiment the distributed approach has been applied using both trust and reputation. In

Figure 4.13, it can be seen that at the beginning the most reliable provider got 25% calls and

increased gradually. It also had an effect on the percentage of calls of the four most reliable

providers.
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Figure 4.74: Comparison of calls of the most reliable providers of link based method and area
based method in distributed approach

4.3.9 Experiment 9

In experiment 9,

- the services are selected randoml¡

- only trust is implemented,

- only the percentages of total service calls to the most reliable provider are conside¡ed.
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We draw a comparison between link based and area based method in distributed approach. Area

based and link based approach are two ways of classifying the society into groups. In Figure 4.14

the comparison is shown. In the Figure the two carves are drawn using two distinct set of

clients. Therefore the generated outcomes are different. However, the noticeable thing is that the

progresses of the curves are aimost same.

o Family s Friend o Commlnity

Figure 4.15: The proportion of calls among the provider groups

4.3.10 Experiment 10

In experiment 10,

- services are selected randomly,

- a comparison of the percentage of calls among the provider groups is made.

The providers are classified into three different groups according to their previous transaction

history. Using the DTRM we make sure that the requester will get the service of the best

provider. We can see in the Figure 4.15 almost all the calls (92%) are gone to the most reliable

provider group. Then the reliable provider group got over 6Ta and the non reliable provider group

got around 2% of the total service calls. This implies that the providers with good t¡ansaction

history will get repeated service calls.
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4.3.LI Experiment 11

In experiment 11,

- services are selected randomly,

- providers are selected using centralized approach,

- only trust is implemented In this experiment the centralized approach is used.

We have considered a total of 30 providers and among them only 4 providers are in the most

reliable provider's group. Rest of the providers are either reliable or non-reliable providers. In

Figure 4.16 we have plotted the percentage of calls the reliable and non-reliable providers are

getting. From the figure we can see that though on an average the 26 providers should get STVo of

the calls, it is only around 25%. Furthermore, after 15th cycle it stated decreasing. This implies

that by time the most reliable group of providers get more calls at the same time the rest of the

providers get less calls.
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Conclusions and Fbture Exploration

In this thesis, a Dynamic Tlust and Reputation Management (DTRM) model is pro-

posed, which can recommend better service providers from a number of prospective providers

using the trust and reputation concept. The selection process of existing methods considered

issues such as credibility of the rates of the providers, while describing their models. In addition

to those, DTRM uses effective classification of clients and an additional registry which offers an

authentic transaction history. In the model the latest transactions are weighted more than the

previous transactions.

5.1 Conclusion

Our proposed DTRM model emphasizes on the previous transactions of a particular

provider while a client requests for a service. We conjecture that DTRM will help determining

the satisfaction value which depends on the provider's trust and reputation. The most reliable

provider will be selected for that service by using that satisfaction value.

The model is applied through a simulator we built and used to generate some results to

analyze. At first we study an experiment in wliich we do not apply any approaches and meth-
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ods. Then rve carry out simulation studies in two different ways using two different approaches.

Centraiized and distributed are the two approaches we consider for DTRM. Using both of these

approaches we implement only trust and trust and reputation.

In the studies we find that the most reliable providers group gets most of the calls as we

stated in our hypothesis. Moreover, the most reliable provider gets most of the calls among all

the providers. We carried out the experiments in both the centralized approach and distributed

approach and found similar outcome. In the two methods of distributed approach: link based and

area based, the percentages of selecting the most reliable provider a¡e almost same. In another

study we compare the interactions among the most reliable provider and the social classified

clients and find that the interactions between the most reliable provider and the family members

are more. This result implies that half of the family members recommended the most reliable

provider.

The distributed approach takes more time than centralized approach for selection process

as the approach involves classifying society into groups. Moreover, their satisfaction value is

calculated according to the group it belongs to. Both the link based and area based approaches

take almost same time to run in a similar setting.

Therefore, no matter which approach we choose or which method we select, the provider

with good previous interaction history and with good recent transactions will be the most reliable

provider.

5.2 Future Exploration

Future work includes a couple of issues those are extension of the DTRM model proposed

in this thesis. Those are:

o 'We 
assume that all the clients will provide feedback to the requester. However, in real life

this may not be the case. This issue can be considered for the future. Some questions should

5B
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be clarified such as: what will happen

wait before start the selection process,

on the received feedbacks.

if there is no feedback, how long a requester should

how the value of 't¿' will change over time depending

We can study the existing Web Services structure particularly WSDL and UDDI, and ex-

isting protocols and try to find out how the selection process and service discovery can be

improved by using the social classification concept.

'We 
assume that a requester prefers accuracy rather that time meaning he does not have

any problem to wait for a little long to get the best provider rather than get stuck with any

provider. However, some requesters may prefer quick service rather than perfection. In our

thesis we consider the best selection on time efficiency.

o In the DTRM model we mention how a client can improve his standing to a requester. For

the improvement we only consider the last transaction or the most recent transaction of that

client with the requester. Other methods can be used such as dependi¡g on the satisfaction

value.

The DTRM will be helpful in overcoming some of the current limitations of Web Services

and can turn 'Web 
Services into a trusted marketing technology over the net.



Appendix A

Appendix

,A..1 DB.* ddl file

In DB. * database management system 'Database Definition Language' (DDL) file will

create a header file for the code. The ddl file of out simulator is given bellow.

database ppt {
data f il-e "ppt.d01rr contains provider;
data file "ppt.d02" contains service;
data file "ppt.d03" contains offer;
data fil-e "ppt.d04" contains client;
data file "ppt.d05', contains experience;
data f il-e "ppt.d06" contains opinion;
key file "ppt.k01" contains ckey, rkey;
key file "ppt.k02" contains xkey;
key file "ppt.k03" contains pkey, skey;
key file "ppt.k04" contains fkey;

record provider {
unique key long pkey;
doubLe consistency;
doubl-e honesty;
double ratingi

)
record service {
unique key long skey;
]
record offer {
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J-ong

long
doubl-e
compound

sid
pid

Ì

sid;
pid;
promise;

unique key fkey {
asc;
asc;

Ì
record client {

unique key int ckey;
long group;
doubl-e cheat ing;

]
record experience {

long kid;
long vid;
long tcount;
doubl-e tsum;
doubl-e tmean;
doubl-e rsum;
doubl-e rmean;
conpound unique key xkey

kid asc;
vid asc;

Ì
Ì
record opinion {

long roid;
long rid;
Ìong distance;
double credibility;
conpound unique key rkey

roid asc;
rÍd asc;

)
)

set provides {
order asc;
or¡rner provider;
member offer by sid;

]
set offered {

order asc;
olrner service;
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roenber offer by pid;
Ì
set tracks

order
owner
member

{
last;
client;
experience;

]
set tracked {

order last;
owner provider;
member experience;

)
set thinksof {

order asc;
or¡rner cl-ient;
nember opinion by distance;

Ì
set reputedas {

order last;
owner client;
member opinion;

Ì
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